Physiologic study of the terminal digestive tract in chronic painful constipation
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SUMMARY A manometric study of the sigmoid colon and of the anorectum was undertaken in 65 chronically constipated patients complaining of abdominal pain, and in a control group of 23 healthy volunteers. Rectal compliance was tested in both groups. The sigmoid motility study allowed for the segregation of the constipated patients into three groups: hypokinesia (12 cases), normokinesia (34 cases), hyperkinesia (19 cases). Rectal manometry showed anal hypertony in 24 patients, impaired rectal conscious sensitivity in 12 subjects, and normal functions in the remaining cases. The rectal compliance study disclosed a decreased compliance in 15 cases and increased compliance in 13 other patients. In 12 cases disordered sigmoid motility was the only abnormality; in 10 cases only a rectoanal abnormality was found. Most of the patients (52%) exhibited miscellaneous disorders. In contrast, all parameters were normal in nine subjects. No consistent pattern of motility disorders was thus demonstrated in this clinically homogeneous group of patients with chronic, painful, constipation.

Since the classical study by Connell1, the major motor disorder, in chronic constipation, has been considered to be an over segmentation of the sigmoid colon that provides a pressure barrier on the transit of stools toward the rectum. Although this concept has often been confirmed,2-7 whatever the underlying disorder,8 the hypothesis of a single mechanism of constipation might well be disputed. Indeed a simple digital examination proves the high incidence of stool retention within the rectum in a number of constipated patients. Moreover, the radiopaque pellet study by Martelli et al.8 shows that constipated patients can be segregated into three main classes, namely whole colon inertia, hindgut dysfunction, and outlet obstruction. Further, in a previous study of constipated patients, we observed that motility of the sigmoid colon was most often normal.9 Finally, various studies10-16 have shown a high incidence of ano-rectal disorders in this clinical condition.

Thus, it clearly appears that chronic constipation does represent a complex pathophysiological situation. The present work was designed to further characterise the colorectal ano-motility disorders involved in chronic constipation in adults. Inclusion was restricted to patients complaining of abdominal pain and from constipation. Manometric profiles of sigmoid colon anorectum, and rectal compliance were studied for comparison in this clinical group and in healthy volunteers.

Methods

SUBJECTS AND PATIENTS

The complete investigation was carried out on 23 healthy volunteers (control subjects), and on 65 chronically constipated patients. In the later group all medication, if any, was interrupted eight days before the procedure. Regular users of psychotropic drugs were excluded from this study.

The control subjects, six women and 17 men aged 19-26 years (median 22), were healthy medical students, with no history of gastrointestinal disease, and with normal bowel habits. According to previous studies,17-18 normality in bowel habits was defined as the passage of at least three normal stools per week and of less than three stools per day. Written informed consent was obtained from each subject.

The constipated patients were 19 men and 46
women, aged 17–65 years (median 39). Inclusion was based on the following criteria: onset of symptoms during childhood, recurrent attacks of abdominal pain (at least 10 per year), normal barium enema and colonoscopy, normal serum electrolytes, long abuse of laxatives, recent failure of bran or lactulose therapy, and recent worsening of symptoms. Without treatment, stool frequency in these patients was less than one every three days, but in all cases, except during the washout period of eight days preceding the investigation, the frequency and consistency of stools actually depended upon the use of laxative or enema. Gastrointestinal, metabolic, neurologic, and drug induced causes for the alteration in bowel habits, were thoroughly searched. Primary constipation with recurrent abdominal pain was the only complaint in these patients.

The following procedure was followed during a single test period by both controls and constipated patients, after an 18–20 hours fast. A cleansing enema (Normacol®) was administered four to six hours before each study. During the complete investigation, the patients rested in the left supine position; they were allowed to read, but smoking and sleeping were not allowed. The test consisted of the three successive stages: (1) sigmoid motility study, (2) rectoanal manometric study, (3) rectal compliance study. To avoid observer divergences, the whole investigation, including interpretation of recordings, and calculations were done by the author only. As the methods used have already been described, only the essential parts will be reported here, except where modifications were introduced. Pressure determinations are expressed in kiloPascal (kPa), 1 kPa = 9.81 cm water. Calibration of the recording device was done using a water column.

**SIGMOID MOTILITY STUDY**

A double lumen catheter with side openings spaced at 10 cm intervals was introduced into the sigmoid colon through a rigid rectoscope, ensuring that the two openings were at approximately 25 and 15 cm from the anal margin. The total length of the catheter was 40 cm, each lumen had an internal diameter of 1.5 mm, and the side openings had a diameter of 1 mm. The two lumens were perfused with water and connected to a galvomagnetic recorder *via* pressure transducers and DC amplifiers. Motor activity was recorded for 30 minutes while the subjects were fasted (basal period). A meal was then eaten in 10 minutes at most; the energy value of this meal varied between 3750 and 4600 kJ (approximately 900 to 1100 kCal). The recording of sigmoid motor activity was continued for 30 min after the meal. Only those recordings obtained at 25 cm (in the sigmoid) were analysed, recordings at 15 cm (in the rectum) were used to accurately detect artefacts. The motility index (percentage of activity x mean amplitude of waves × 10) was calculated for both periods of recording. The sigmoid motility study provided two parameters: the basal sigmoid motility index, and the postprandial sigmoid motility index.

**RECTOANAL MANOMETRIC STUDY**

For the second step of the investigation a tandem system of two side-opening perfused catheters was used. The openings were inserted at approximately 8 cm (in the rectum), and 2.5 cm (in the upper anal canal), above the anal margin. In addition, a tube on which a latex balloon was mounted, was inserted into the rectal ampula. This balloon was used to distend the rectal wall with air, thus allowing the study of the rectoanal inhibitory reflex – that is, a transient anal relaxation after a brief rectal distension, and of the rectoanal reflex – that is, rectal contraction in response to rectal distension. The thresholds for these two reflexes were noted and expressed as ml: the rectoanal inhibitory reflex threshold was the distension volume at which a minimal anal relaxation of 1 kPa occurred, the rectoanal reflex threshold the distension volume at which a minimal rectal contraction of 1 kPa occurred.

The rectal pressure in absence of any distending stimulus, that is the rectal pressure at rest, was noted and expressed in kPa.

The conscious rectal sensitivity threshold – that is the distension volume for which an initial transient sensation occurred was determined, by questioning the patient, and was expressed in ml.

Subtracting the rectal pressure from the maximal anal pressure gave a rectoanal pressure profile which allowed for determination of the maximal anal resting closure pressure. This was expressed in kPa and was obtained using a perfused side opening catheter, pulled at 20 cm/min from the rectum to the anal verge.

**RECTAL COMPLIANCE STUDY**

At this stage of the investigation, a pressure volume curve of the rectum – that is, a rectometrogram, was recorded, using a double lumen catheter on which a distending balloon was mounted. The balloon was a simple condom cut so that its total length was 12 cm, and the distal part of the balloon was placed at 4–5 cm from the anal margin. One lumen of the catheter was used to stepwise inflate the rectal ampulla with air volumes of 50 ml. The second lumen was used to measure the pressure in the balloon. Between each air injection, a latency time (30–60 s) was ensured to allow the rectal wall for adapting to the new volume,
so that the subsequent injection of air was made only after obtaining a plateau of rectal pressure. Inflation was immediately stopped when the patient experienced a painful sensation. At this stage, the maximal rectal tolerable volume (expressed in ml) was attained; the corresponding pressure was the maximal rectal tolerable pressure (expressed in kPa). The ratio of the maximal rectal volume to the maximal rectal pressure was defined as the rectal compliance and expressed in ml/kPa.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Results are expressed as median, range, and interquartile range. Data were analysed using non-parametric tests for ranked values.19 Statistical comparisons were made using the Mann-Whitney U test for two independent samples, the Wilcoxon's test for paired data and the χ² test for k independent samples.

Results

To test the homogeneity of the results between male and female control subjects, a statistical analysis was carried out on the ranked values of the eight parameters of this study. The U test disclosed no sex linked difference of the sigmoid and rectoanal parameters. Consequently, the results observed in controls and constipated patients were analysed as a whole within each group, and are presented in Table 1. Except for the basal and postprandial sigmoid motility index, and the maximal rectal compliance, the parameters studied in the two groups were not statistically different. The median values for each parameter were very similar in controls and patients, but in most cases the distribution of individual values widely varied within each group. A number of constipated patients showed individual values outside the control ranges. A detailed analysis of the results was thus undertaken, assuming that the distribution of values in the control population defined the normal range of each parameter. The abnormal values found for the parameter of this study are presented in Table 2.

In the sigmoid motility study, the postprandial motility index was better able to reveal motor abnormalities than the basal motility index. Indeed the basal sigmoid motility index isolated only nine patients with increased sigmoid motility (hypokinesia), and none with decreased sigmoid motility (hypokinesia); while with the postprandial sigmoid motility index 19 cases of hyperkinesia, and 12 cases of hypokinesia were identified. On the other hand, the Wilcoxon’s test proved that both in controls and patients, the postprandial motility index was significantly higher than the basal motility index (p>0.001). Therefore, for the purpose of this study, the postprandial motility index was considered to afford better information than the basal motility index, confirming our previous observations.9 The rectoanal inhibitory reflex was present in each constipated subject, which ruled out the possibility of undetected Hirschsprung’s disease in this series.20–22 The distributions of individual thresholds for this reflex, however, were similar in control and constipated subjects. Similarly values in the two groups for the rectal pressure at rest and the rectoanal reflex threshold were not different. Therefore, the rectoanal inhibitory reflex threshold, the rectal pressure at rest, and the rectoanal reflex threshold

| Table 1 | Median interquartile range, and range of the sigmoid are rectoanal parameters in controls and painfully constipated patients. |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| **BSMI** | 128 | 64–176 | 0–231 | 91 | 37–165 | 0–891 | 0.001 |
| **PPSMI** | 528 | 325–816 | 240–946 | 540 | 360–1110 | 54–2184 | 0.05 |
| **RAIRT** (ml) | 20 | 10–30 | 5–40 | 15 | 10–30 | 5–40 | NS |
| **RPR** (KPa) | 1–0 | 0–8–1 | 0–6–1 | 1–1 | 0–8–1 | 0–6–1 | NS |
| **RRRT** (ml) | 25 | 10–30 | 5–40 | 20 | 10–30 | 5–90 | NS |
| **CRST** (ml) | 15 | 5–20 | 5–35 | 20 | 10–30 | 5–220 | NS |
| **MARPC** (KPa) | 8 | 7–5–9 | 6–11 | 9–5 | 7–13–5 | 5–5–19 | NS |
| **MRC** (ml/KPa) | 43 | 34–54 | 28–63 | 46 | 29–5–65 | 11–343 | 0.05 |

Except for the BSMI, the PPSMI, the MRPT and the MRC these parameters were not significantly different between the two populations (see last column of Tables).

BSMI=basal sigmoid index; PPSMI=postprandial sigmoid motility index; RAIRT=rectoanal inhibitory reflex threshold; RPR=rectal pressure at rest; RRRT=rectoanal reflex threshold; CRST=conscious rectal sensitivity threshold; MARPC=maximal anal resting closure pressure; MRC=maximal rectal compliance.
were not deemed to afford useful data in this study, so that the postprandial sigmoid motility index, the conscious rectal sensitivity threshold, the maximal anal pressure at rest, and the maximal rectal compliance only proved adequate to show sigmoid and rectoanal abnormalities in these constipated patients with abdominal pain.

In 12 patients (18%), an abnormal postprandial sigmoid motility was the only disorder, including seven cases with hyperkinesia and five cases with hypokinesia. Anal hypertonia (high anal pressure) was the only abnormality in five other patients (8%). Five patients showed only an abnormal maximal rectal compliance, increased in one case and decreased in the four other subjects. In two patients, the only disorder was a high rectal sensitivity threshold (40 ml in both cases); these thresholds were, however, close to the upper limit of normal, and were not considered as conclusive evidence for disordered rectoanal motility.

In the 34 other patients (52% of the total group), there was an association of either sigmoid hypokinesia or hyperkinesia with various rectoanal abnormalities. Using $\chi^2$ tests we attempted to find a correlation between the sigmoid motility disorder (hyperkinesia or hypokinesia) and the rectoanal parameters, but no significant relationship was found.

In 27 patients (42% of the total group) a normal postprandial motility index (normokinesia) was associated with abnormal rectoanal parameters. No typical rectoanal disorder emerged in this subgroup, each possible rectoanal abnormality being observed in at least some patients. In addition most patients showed multiparametric alterations of rectoanal motility. Statistical analysis with $\chi^2$ tests did not reveal any correlation between these rectoanal anomalies, although an association of high anal pressure with high rectal compliance was recorded in 11 patients (44% of this clinical subgroup).

In this group of 65 constipated patients with pain, seven individuals (11%) were found to be fully normal. If the two patients with a slight increase of rectal sensitivity threshold were included, the percentage of patients with normal profiles would reach as high as 14% of the total group.

**Discussion**

In this selected series of patients with painful constipation no typical pattern of abnormality was recorded. This observation is fairly consistent with the complexity of the motor dysfunctions reputed to be involved in adult constipation. On the other hand the present results gathered in an homogenous group of patients are disappointing and have to be discussed with respect to methodology and group selection. The first point is the fact that control subjects and patients were not, for practical reasons, matched for age and sex. The present control population adequately consisted of young, healthy subjects, responding to the criteria usually adopted to define a physiological range of values. No difference was found between women and men for the various parameters. Furthermore Wyman et al. showed that the colonic functions in healthy subjects do not vary significantly with age and sex. Consequently, the bias resulting from studying two groups not matched for age and sex probably played little role in the present comparison.

Secondly, the search for abnormalities of sigmoid motility through a sigmoid manometric study is questionable, as we previously reported normal sigmoid motility indices in most constipated patients. Also the wide range of the motility index in healthy subjects and the large day to day individual variations of both colonic motility and functions are obvious limitations of sigmoid manometric studies for clinical purposes. Nevertheless, we show here, as previously, that the postprandial
motility index allows for an easy segregation of constipated patients into three groups (normo, hypo, and hyperkinesia). The constipated subjects with normal sigmoid motility are possibly those showing normal colonic transit times as described in some pelleted studies;\(^8\)\(^{28}\) hypokinetic patients may suffer from constipation with colonic inertia;\(^8\) patients with hyperkinesia probably belong to those cases of irritable bowel syndrome where sigmoid oversegmentation can be accurately related to pain.\(^2\)\(^{29}\)\(^{30}\) Loening-Baucke and Anuras\(^31\) recently claimed that there was no sigmoid motility increase after a meal. This clearly raised the question of whether it is legitimate or not to use postprandial colonic motility studies in clinical research. In fact, the results of these authors are in complete disagreement with most previous works.\(^3\)\(^4\)\(^9\)\(^{32-34}\) They used a flexible probe, introduced blindly in the lower bowel. Daily experience shows that accurate positioning of the catheter in the sigmoid requires endoscopy, so that the above tests may have concerned the rectum, rather than the sigmoid colon. Thompson\(^35\) recently stated that the colon moves in ways too complicated to be assessed by the 'primitive' methods presently available. From the present and previous results\(^9\) we propose that postprandial manometry of the sigmoid is indeed a useful investigation tool in severe constipation. The fact must be emphasised, however, that sigmoid motility recordings do not, by any means, allow for extrapolating the results to other parts of the colon.\(^36\)

The value of the rectoanal investigation here undertaken, is less controversial.\(^20\)\(^{22}\)\(^{25}\) To check the presence of a rectoanal inhibitory reflex is mandatory in patients with severe constipation,\(^22\) especially in the present group because the onset of constipation occurred during childhood.

In the present study a minority of patients with a decrease of conscious rectal sensitivity, a fact at clear variance with what has been described both in constipated children,\(^11\)\(^{37}\)\(^{38}\) and in the elderly.\(^24\)\(^{39}\) Although constipated patients frequently report on the lack of defecatory urges,\(^24\) rectal sensitivity studies have been rarely done in adults. In the works of Ihre,\(^40\) and of Baldi \textit{et al}\(^12\) an impaired rectal sensation was the only rectoanal abnormality observed in constipated adults. On the contrary, only 18\% of our constipated patients showed an improved rectal sensitivity — that is, a higher conscious rectal sensitivity threshold. This discrepancy is probably related to the characteristics of the clinical group here tested, namely patients with painful constipation, as patients with abdominal pain are known to be very sensitive to intestinal tract distension.\(^41\)\(^{42}\) Clearly, the study of rectal sensitivity is another important tool in the investigation of defecation disorders, provided the clinical status of the patients is evaluated as precisely as possible.

Resting anal closure was increased in 37\% of the patients examined in the course of this study, a figure very close to the one we recently reported in children.\(^16\) Similar results have been obtained in other studies in children,\(^11\)\(^{14}\) but only incidentally in adults.\(^8\) Probably anal hypertonia has rarely been reported in constipated adults because anal tone was not systematically measured in studies on constipation in adults.

In 43\% of the constipated patients, the rectometrogram obtained showed abnormalities of the pressure-volume relationship. Both high and low values of maximal compliance were observed. Low rectal compliance was recorded in 23\% of the cases, suggesting that these patients had an irritable lower bowel because decreased rectal distension thresholds have consistently been reported in this clinical condition.\(^43\) Though they complained of painful constipation, 20\% of the patients showed an altered responsiveness of the rectal wall to distension (high rectal compliance). This suggests that the pain experienced by such patients actually originated from other structures than the pelvic bowel itself. Compliance studies probably offer a more accurate way of assessing rectal wall abnormalities than sensitivity thresholds do,\(^16\)\(^44\)\(^{45}\) because the thresholds of distension induced sensation in the gut largely depend on the characteristics of the distending stimulus.\(^46\)

A substantial proportion of patients were fully normal according to the present investigation, and it is tempting to claim that these subjects had a purely psychogenic disorder — that is, the failure to recognise or to respond to defecatory urges. This study, however, does not allow for any firm conclusion according to which a non-negligible percentage of constipated adults would have strictly normal lower bowel functions, because other investigation tools such as peptides biochemistry, histology, psychophysic, and electrophysiology, would probably reveal some discrete abnormalities outside the scope of manometry.

The present work shows the complexity of the motor disorders involved in adult patients with painful constipation, in spite of the fairly stereotyped clinical picture of this clinical group. The scatter of the results may imply that a number of mechanisms probably operate in various combinations for different subtypes of constipation, and that these subtypes cannot be completely identified with the classical methods here used. It is likely that both an extension of the manometric study to the proximal colon, and the repetition of the present
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tests during an attack of abdominal pain would lead to improved segregation of these patients. It remains that the individual manometric profile may help to adjust the therapeutic follow up by identifying the variable disorders that underlie a common clinical history.
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